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Masks fail their biggest test in

Bangladesh
Masks do not work to protect anyone from SARS-CoV-2. It's all based on
sloppy science. We asked the senior author of the Bangladesh mask study
to defend his study. He failed. Badly. Very badly.
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2. Do masks work?
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3. California just re-instituted the mask policy indoors

4. Highly acclaimed peer-reviewed Bangladesh study shows that masks don't work

at all

5. My letter to the editor on mask wearing.

6. We've asked Science to retract the Bangladesh mask study

7. We've asked that the Bangladesh mask study either be corrected or withdrawn

8. Mask alternatives

9. How to protect Grandma from COVID

10. Evidence from the CDC and IDSA that masks work (there is no evidence)

11. Masking Kids 10-12: A New Natural Experiment From Finland. Did it work?

12. The remarkably surprising results of ending mask mandates

13. Revisiting Pediatric COVID-19 Cases in Counties With and Without School

Mask Requirements—United States, July 1—October 20 2021 shows that the

CDC study showing masks worked was wrong because they cherry picked data.

When you don’t do that, masks don’t work.

14. 10 talking points on masks for school board meetings (highly e�ective)

1. Masking the downside (El Gato Malo article talking about harms)

2. Inhaled CO2 concentration while wearing face masks: a pilot study using

capnography (referenced by the El Gato Malo article)

3. Experimental Assessment of Carbon Dioxide Content in Inhaled Air With or

Without Face Masks in Healthy Children (it’s retracted but I know the authors.

Compare the result with the paper above and see who you believe)

4. A recent and prior two studies that show facial COVID masks (surgical) are very

toxic and dangerous and I warn parents again, these masks do NOT work,

ine�ective, and are very dangerous to your child

5. EPISODE 268: W.H.O. IS IN CHARGE? (watch at 9:58)

CO2 levels
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A careful analysis of the Bangladesh mask study by British mathematician Norman

Fenton showed that the study was roughly equivalent (in terms of statistical uncertainty)

to �ipping 34 coins, noticing that 18 landed on heads and 16 landed on tails and

concluding that coins are more likely to land on heads when �ipped. In other words, the

Bangladesh mask study proved nothing.

As I write this on April 13, the CDC just decided to continue the transportation mask

mandate for another two weeks. Dr. Bob Wachter, Chair of the Department of Medicine

at UCSF, concurs with the CDC decision. This doesn’t prove that masks work. Instead,

it proves that the CDC, Wachter, and most mainstream scientists (who claim masks

work) are incapable of di�erentiating solid science from a sloppy study.

There have been only two randomized trials to test whether public policy using masks

to mitigate the spread of SARS-CoV-2 can reduce the spread.

The �rst one, in Denmark, failed to show that masks made a di�erence. However, they

were forced to re-write their paper to claim masks worked in order to get their study

published. This is known as “scienti�c corruption to match the political narrative.” The

BMJ story points to stories such as this one where the journals all refused to publish the

study because it determined masks don’t work.

But the second one, in Bangladesh, claimed that masks worked.

Nature called it a “rigorous study” and Stanford and Yale promoted it as de�nitive in a

press release.

But was it really? We don’t think so for three reasons:

1. Mechanism of action: Masks can’t work

2. History: Never before in history have masks reduced virus transmission

3. Lack of statistical power due to cluster randomization and failure to adjust for

biases and confounders: Our analysis by multiple independent people found

serious �aws in the study which showed that the e�ect was so small as to be

unmeasurable (less than the noise from biases and confounders). In fact, one of

Summary
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our reviewer argues that, under a very reasonable assumption, the study could be

interpreted as �nding masks increase your risk of being infected (but not

statistically signi�cant).

4. Other studies show no e�ect to negative e�ects: The Denmark study showed no

e�ect. More importantly, the latest mask study in Finland which is arguably the

fairest tests of masks to date since the groups were very well matched, showed

that if there is an e�ect, it would likely be that masks make things worse. This

was not our professional opinion, but from a highly respected mainstream doctor

UCSF’s Vinay Prasad, who was one of the very few doctors to even read that

study (since it went against the narrative, most doctors ignored it). Watch his

video at 2:45 where he explains that if anything, masks make things worse.

We challenged Yale Professor Jason Abaluck, the �rst author of that study, to defend

their study. To his credit (and our utter amazement), he agreed but with one condition:

we were only allowed one person to challenge him (because that’s how science works of

course). We instantly agreed.

The discussion happened on April 3, 2022. The result: Abaluck failed. Badly. Very badly.

One of our experts who viewed the interview said that it was worse than just sloppy

work. He wrote, “This is bordering on fraud.”

In short, the Bangladesh mask study again failed to prove that masks make a di�erence.

It was all statistical noise.

For example, here’s the graph for purple cloth masks. If masks worked, it would be

highly unlikely for these curves to be on top of each other. For some strange reason,

graphs such as these were omitted from the paper. Can you guess why??? Yes, it’s

because the study was designed to �t the narrative. Subgroup analysis that goes against

the narrative is not shown in the paper. That would cause people to ask questions.
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You can see the entire 2-hour Abaluck discussion yourself and make your own

judgment. You can watch Jason contract himself multiple times and make appeals to

authority.

I also include a link to my interview with statistician Mike Deskevich on his

interpretation of the Abaluck discussion. In the video, Mike clearly explains why the

study shows no e�ect and he does it in just a few charts. You don’t need to know much

about statistics to see what is going on. As soon as you see the huge variation in the

control groups (and the huge variation based on mask color), it’s over. This is a great

video because you’ll learn how to interpret other studies like this.

Initially, Professor Abaluck was so self-con�dent he thought he could run circles around

us. He was wrong. The truth won.

So now Abaluck has changed his tune. He now says he won’t talk to us anymore or

answer any more questions.

The bottom line is this: there is no rock on Earth that is large enough for study authors

to hide under. The use of masks to slow the spread of SARS-CoV-2 has been debunked.

Masks don’t work. There is a reason these studies failed to �nd an e�ect: it’s because
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there is no measurable e�ect. Our team has said this from the beginning.

In fact, even Fauci agrees masks don’t work. Watch this video starting at 29 seconds into

it where he admits it might make people feel better and it might block a “droplet or

two.”

Science today is not about transparency. It is about �nding creative ways to adjust your

study to please your funders and then to avoid being challenged by hiding from people

who seek to challenge your work. This is why I can’t get a debate on vaccine safety and

e�cacy with any of the members of the FDA or CDC committees, for example.

This interview with Abaluck shows that when we do get a chance to challenge

mainstream beliefs, we win. So far, we’ve only been given a single “at bat” opportunity.

We are now 1-0.

So now you know why we can’t �nd any authority who wants to debate our team on any

of our points: they know they will lose. So they make up excuses to avoid being

challenged like that we are misinformed, lack credentials, or that they don’t have time

for such silliness as defending their study. This is also why there is such an intense

focus on censoring, deplatforming, gaslighting, and discrediting us: because they don’t

want their bad science to be exposed.

As any of my readers can attest, I have been trying since May 25, 2021 to get anyone

from the other side to challenge me and a few of my team members to discuss whether I

am spreading misinformation or the truth.

Thus far, I have been unable to get anyone to take any of my o�ers, even with million

dollar incentives. Here are some of my o�ers:

1. Who wants to be a millionaire?

2. "Name your price" o�er to quali�ed vaccine proponents

3. Earn $5K if you can �nd someone who is willing to publicly show us how we got

it wrong

4. My "name your price" o�er to the members of the FDA and CDC outside

Introduction
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committees)

5. Can any company or government agency justify their own COVID mask policy?

So I was overjoyed recently when I �nally got a quali�ed person willing to challenge on

a recorded video our assertion that all public mask policies deploying cloth, surgical,

and N95 masks are nonsensical and not justi�ed by science.

Finally, for the very �rst time, the world will get to see a discussion between the two

sides on a key issue: Do masks work?

There have only been two randomized trials testing the hypothesis that masks can

reduce the spread of COVID.

The �rst one, in Denmark, was negative. Masks made no di�erence. But in order to get

the study published, they had to change the science to match the narrative. This was all

well documented in the BMJ, one of the few honest journals le�. I note that nobody

disputes this.

The second one, in Bangladesh, claimed masks are e�ective. It is the study that all the

“experts” seized upon. “See, masks work!!”

I asked the �rst author, Yale Economics Professor Jason Abaluck, if he would answer a

few questions we all had on the study as none of us believed it. It was cluster

randomized so it didn’t have su�cient power to detect a small signal. Plus, purple cloth

masks showed no e�ect at all, red cloth masks were the most e�ective, and surgical

masks were in between the two. This means it’s all statistical noise.

El gato malo and UC Berkeley Professor Ben Recht were two of the �rst people to point

out the �aws in the Bangladesh mask study. Then our team independently veri�ed

Recht’s work. See Masks don't work and skip down to the section entitled, “Supporting

evidence that the Bangladesh study showed masks don’t work” for all the articles

analyzing the study.

The two randomized studies on masks and SARS-CoV-2

Lots of people had issues with the Bangladesh study
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In other words, it was clear to the critical thinkers in the room that there was no

detectable bene�t at all.

But Professor Abaluck said that we got it wrong. And to our utter amazement, he agreed

to defend his study in an interactive discussion.

We could not believe it!!!!

A �rst author who is willing to engage our team and defend his study!?!? That has never

happened before. Never! Normally these people run for the hills when we call on them.

Could we have made a mistake? We thought about it for a few seconds… nah, no way.

There was one big condition: Jason would only agree to engage with us one person at a

time.

To make it a “fair” exchange, we picked someone on our team (James Lyons-Weiler) who

was completely unfamiliar with the study and we gave him a week to read the study and

prepare.

So the discussion is between:

1. the person in the world who is arguably the most familiar with the study

(Professor Abaluck) vs.

2. one of our guys (James) who just read the study a week ago.

Guess what happened? Yeah. Professor Abaluck lost. Big time. You can watch the

2-hour video here or if you are short on time, just read all the comments.

It got even worse. When Professor Abaluck realized he lost, he basically said, “Stop with

the questions!” If this isn’t a tacit admission that his study is deeply �awed, I don’t know

what is.

Professor Abaluck basically doesn’t want to talk to us anymore because we ask hard

questions and point out serious �aws in his study. And we caught him contradicting

himself multiple times in this short 2-hour conversation. One of our experts from the

The two hour discussion between Professor Jason Abaluck
and JLW
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UK (a very famous math professor) viewed the video and was appalled. He wrote to me,

“This is bordering on fraud.”

If anyone with any serious academic credentials thinks the Bangladesh mask study and

the video discussion proves that masks work, I’d be willing to pay you $100K to show us

we got it wrong (you only get the money if you can convince any of our team members

on the call).

Of course, nobody will take us up on the o�er because they know every person we

discredit like this just makes the case for masks even worse.

So even though there is no cost to get the $100K, the risk is you lose and discredit

yourself and dig a deeper hole that makes it even harder for anyone to defend the study

in the future. That’s why nobody quali�ed to defend the study will do so even though

there is no �nancial risk; the reputational risk is huge.

The Mike Deskevich analysis of the Abaluck interview: highly
recommended
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Watch my interview with Mike.

Here’s James’ Substack article on my interview with Mike: Who Won The Bangladesh

Study "Debate"? You Decide

It shows very clearly with just a few charts that the study is all noise and any signal is

smaller than the noise.

You don’t need to be a statistician to be able to understand this.

Update on April 19, 2022:

UK math Professor Norman Fenton on the study
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I've been working solidly on a Bayesian analysis of the mask data and am writing it

up as a report. Should be �nished by Friday. The Bayesian analysis takes full account

of uncertainty and shows no real evidence that treatment group has lower

seropositive rate.

if we assume that there is a very small bias as follows: Whether or not a person

believes they have ‘covid symptoms’ is extremely subjective when the symptoms are

minor. If two people – a mask wearer and a non mask wearer - have very similar

minor symptoms then intuitively it seems it is less likely that the mask wearer will

report having covid symptoms (since they presumably believe wearing the mask

avoids catching covid). If even 2% fewer mask wearers report having symptoms than

similar non-make wearers then mask wearers are more likely to be infected (but not

stat signi�cant of course).

The reporting bias is real because the trial can’t be blinded. This is very important

because they did NOT test everyone, only those who reported being sick. Therefore,

they didn’t adjust for this very important bias and can’t even quantify the e�ect.

The Finland study didn’t have this problem at all which is why it is a better study and

more likely to be closer to the truth. And it showed that, if anything, masks made things

worse.

Here’s Vinay’s video on the Bangladesh study. He didn’t dive as deeply as we did into the

study, but he seized on the authors deliberately misrepresenting the results of their

study in an in�uential op-ed they wrote a�er the study came out.

Vinay also posted this on Twitter showing how corrupt the CDC is:

Vinay Prasad on the Bangladesh study and the op-ed
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and this subtweet
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Nice diverse insights/interviews on this masking study. One thing I would add/clarify.

The study reported outcomes for SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence whereas the protocol

called for the study of SARS-CoV-2 seroconversion.

(https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04630054?term=mask&cntry=BD&draw=2&

rank=1).

From the ClinicalTrials.gov registration of the study:

"This study intends to answer the following research questions: ...

Can community mask-wearing reduce COVID-19 seroconversions?

Can mask wearing reduce COVID-19 seroconversions for the wearer?

Are high-quality cloth or "surgical" masks more e�ective in reducing COVID-19

seroconversions?"

Seroconversion is a more meaningful outcome than seroprevalence since it discounts

pre-existing seropositivity. No explanation is given in the article for the change to the

study.

Note to readers: Seroprevalence means you’ve had COVID sometime in the past. Seroconversion

means you got COVID during the study. They promised to look for the more meaningful

Peter Yim on the Bangladesh mask study
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measure. Yet the study didn’t do this.

Masks can’t possibly work.

Think about it… if masks worked, they would proudly proclaim that on the box that it

can reduce your exposure to SARS-CoV-2 by xxx%. But no such claim is present on any

box from any manufacturer. There is a reason for that: they don’t work.

If these masks worked, then why do all people doing asbestos work wear a PAPR unit?

(asbestos is far larger than a virus)

This was very clearly explained by industrial hygienist Stephen Petty in his testimony

for the New Hampshire Senate. Read the Description on the Rumble video of Petty’s

testimony. It is excellent, one of the best descriptions available. Here’s an excerpt:

Face masks protect neither the wearer (self-protection) nor others (source control),

because their pores are way too large to inhibit aerosols. It's like trying to stop a

mosquito with a tennis net. Also, masks leak, which further signi�cantly reduces

their already negligible protection.

Lastly, any droplets that are stopped by the mask initially will evaporate within a

short period of time, because masks have no reservoir. It's like putting an almost �at

saucer under a leaking faucet. The saucer may stop water droplets initially, but will

over�ow very quickly.

Or consider this quote from Dr. Richard Urso:

"Masks have been looked at for three decades or so. There are twelve or so

Randomized Control Trials (RCT’s). There are zero RCT’s that show masks stop the

spread of respiratory disease and that’s including N95. For everyone, N stands for

non-oil resistant and 95 stands for 95% airborne particles of which all viruses �t

through. So, I usually tell people that wearing an N-95 has been shown through

RCT’s to not be e�ective. But, more importantly the capsule on these viruses is an oil

capsule and I tell people it’s like peeing in a pool. It goes right through and it doesn’t

Masks (cloth, surgical, and N95) do not work to protect you
from getting COVID.
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stick to water molecules, it’s an oil capsule virus. At the end of the day, the data is

what it is. There is zero, repeat zero, RCT’s at all showing masks stop upper

respiratory disease."

If masks worked as claimed, then why do these studies on masks of various types all

fail?

1. Surgical mask vs N95 respirator for preventing in�uenza among health care

workers: a randomized trial which showed no di�erence between the mask

types.

2. Use of surgical face masks to reduce the incidence of the common cold among

health care workers in Japan: a randomized controlled trial which showed

surgical masks made no di�erence in preventing colds; but they resulted in

signi�cantly more headaches!

3. The Finland mask study in kids showed no e�ect. Watch this excellent Vinay

Prasad video: Masking Kids 10-12: A New Natural Experiment From Finland.

Did it work? Most importantly, you’ll see that kids who wore masks had higher

number of infections than kids without masks (watch Vinay’s video at the 3:00

mark where you can clearly see this and he mentions it). Vinay goes on later to

point out that this was probably the single best study on masks we’ve ever had.

So what do we do about the study? We pretend it never happened of course since

it is not consistent with the narrative. That’s how science works nowadays. How

many people (who are not “misinformation spreaders”) are calling the CDC out

on this? Just Vinay Prasad as far as we can tell.

4. Unravelling the Role of the Mandatory Use of Face Covering Masks for the

Control of SARS-CoV-2 in Schools: A Quasi-Experimental Study Nested in a

Population-Based Cohort in Catalonia (Spain)

5. Hundreds of studies showing masks don’t work

6. The WHO and Fauci clearly stated surgical masks were of no signi�cant bene�t

in Jan of 2020 and Fauci repeated that truth in no uncertain terms at least 4 times

until the middle of April when masks became dogma. Xiao, Shiu, Gao, Wong et

al published a meta analysis of 10 RCTs studying masks ability to a�ect

transmission of respiratory viruses. There was no signi�cant e�ect … period. See
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https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article. The paper was published

in the Emerging Infectious Disease journal.

7. The More Masks Fail, The More We Need Them shows studies in various places

showing that they don’t work.

8. And my favorite demo

You can view the comments from JLW’s readers here.

Here’s the summary: None of them were persuaded that masks worked.

Steve asked me to do a review of the video with timestamps and comments.  Sorry it

took so long to get this out, it was harder than I thought because Jason can't stay on

topic and there's no good place to really point out things.  I have some random

timestamps below with thoughts, hopefully that's kind of helpful.  I hope my comments

here don't make me look too stupid on this thread of people much smarter than me. 

Maybe I should just "trust the experts" and not "think for myself" like Jason

Comments from James’ readers

Analysis by a statistician of the 2 hour interview
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recommends.  That's obviously the right way to communicate science.

First - I really need to thank James for doing this!  You clearly show that you know your

stu� and can speak about it.  You kept your cool with the yippiness and interrupting

much better than I would have.

My big picture thoughts - The �rst half of the interview was Jason �ip-�opping between

being super precise to not look like he was p-hacking and then actually referring to sub-

group analysis that was p-hacking.  The second half was nitpicking about details of

p-values when the analyses they did were so wrong, it's really not worth worrying about.

Jason reminds me of the typical fast-talking know-it-all grad student who only succeeds

because he can talk fast and sound technical.  That probably is a bit because he's not a

real scientist - economics is so much squishier than physics, you can win by talking fast

and using narrative rather than relying on clear experimental results.  It all looks great

to the non-expert observer and he's pu�ed up by all the twitter love he's gotten, so he

looks extra con�dent.  Unfortunately, all of the problems with his work are technical

and will be over the head of most people.

Jason and weaseling about media portrayal of the story - James starts out asking Jason

about what he thinks of the media overstating his conclusions.  He tries to be honest

and say that the media might have been a little too positive about it, but he won't

commit.  Who wouldn't?  He's getting all kinds of love from the media, especially the

NYT and he's been validated as a good liberal professor.  The next hour of the

conversation is Jason using technical terms to show that he followed the proper

procedure "the preregistered, blah, blah blah".  Technically, he's correct, the only thing

they said they'd look for is the "e�ectiveness of masks" regardless of mask type or color. 

So when they say "masks work" they are correct, even though only surgical masks really

worked and cloth were neutral (i.e., didn't do anything).  Of course if you look at this

twitter thread he posted, he's much more de�nite in his wording because he cares about

the public narrative over the science.  
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He keeps coming back to the generic "masks work" because that's the metric they said

they'd report on.  But of course the paper has many other analyses in it that suggest

other bene�ts.  That's the whole "subgroup analysis" argument that kept coming up. 

The way the paper is written is reminiscent of p-hacking without p-hacking.  That is,

Jason says all masks work (because that's the preregistered...) but then calls out speci�cs

like surgical masks work really well.  Or masks work better for old people.  Or things

like that.  By mentioning them, he can tacitly build evidence that supports his position,

but he still stays away from it technically.  So it's like a good lawyer coloring the jury but

staying technically legal. He keeps con�ating the idea of mask working with the idea of

not being inconsistent with not working. Of course he never mentions the fact that

purple masks perform much more di�erently than other masks.  To me, the di�erence in

performance of the same mask-type that di�ers only in color is a great way to see how

much noise is in the system.  He skips over that.
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I don't have much more to really say about the �rst hour.  It was just Jason annoyingly

repeating technical details but not really interpreting the science.

Then comes the imputation discussion. Others have covered that better, I'll skip it.  But

it follows the same pattern, he says "we didn't �nd much of an e�ect with cloth masks,

but if we make up data it looks better.  And then says, well we shouldn't make up data."

 It's just another narrative where he tries to suggest data supports his opinion and then

backs o� to stay away from fraud.

The last hour really is really talking about all of the subgroup analyses they did.  It's

basically p-hacking without p-hacking.  For example, he's adamant that "all masks

work" because "surgical masks work and the data is not consistent with cloth masks not

working".  And then if you factor in all of the age strati�cation and di�erent types and

colors of masks, there are lots of di�erent subgroups they run to tacitly get signi�cance.

Then at the last minute he backs away to stay far enough away from a p-hacking fraud

claim.  It's all pretty sneaky.

My biggest issue is just the bad analysis.  For example, near 26:50 in the interview, he

says that some of the villages had 20% mask-wearing compliance and others had 70%

mask-wearing compliance. That likely doesn't meet the homogeneity of variance needed

for the stats they run.  I also know from reading the mask/unmask counts are not

balanced very well, so normal t- and p- tests don't make sense. And the fact that they're

holding on to a p=0.03 when they have N=300,000 in the study just shows that they're

trying to �nd a signal in the noise.  With that many people in the study, it should be

clear if there's an e�ect.  

And of course none of my complaints about the analyses even matter when they use the

wrong N.  Ben Recht already pointed out that since this is cluster-randomized, it

reduces the e�ective sample and completely washes out any di�erence.  My complaint is

that of the 300,000 people, they only tested about 10,000 for symptomatic seropositivity

which means the variance for their t- and p- tests is much larger.  Additionally, the

e�ect size is on the order of 1 per 1,000 people (if I remember correctly), which is well

within the false-positive rate of the seropositivity tests. They incorrectly use nigh-N
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variance to literally �nd a signal in the noise. I should actually plot a power curve for

this, but haven't gotten around to it. I'm sure it would not be �attening out and showing

convergence.

Problems:

 - mask compliance isn't consistent between villages: no homogeneity of variance

 - arms are unequal size for the simple p- tests

 - cluster randomization reduces e�ective sample size

 - they test 1/30th of the actual number of people in the study

 - the e�ect size is on the order of the false-positive rate of the blood tests

Here are the raw notes we took while we were watching this.  Maybe it will point others

to make better comments.  I'm notoriously bad at �nding speci�cs, I'm much better at

simply looking at the whole picture of the study and seeing that it's bad.

4:30

says that masks are good in indoor places with poor ventilation

- that speci�c context was not addressed in the paper

near 8:00

in response to the Atlantic piece and a NY Times piece, he is very wishy-washy on

whether all masks or just surgical/N95 masks are good - not making a commitment

either way

primary preregistered speci�cation ???

14:00

says that statistically insigni�cant (we never say that, we say not statistically signi�cant

or nonsigni�cant) doesn't mean no e�ect

this argument carries less weight given the power of the study (600 villages and >300,000

people)

17:10

admits the study doesn't have enough power to show an e�ect with cloth masks
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18:15

weasel words about e�ectiveness and what's reported in the media

23:50

they are acknowledging in the paper that  masks work for many reasons, including

selection bias, staying away from people who may be sick, etc., not speci�cally because

of �ltration by the masks

26:50

they admit they have many confounds and claim that they sort them out a�erwards -

this is not how it's done

also says some villages had 20% wearing masks, some 70% wearing masks - sounds like a

violation of homogeneity of variance assumption for the stats they use

30:20

he doesn't communicate like a scientist - he argues like in debate club - he tries to talk

the �rst and the fastest and doesn't let the other person �nish an argument, even when

he's agreeing with him - this reveals that he is an economist, not a scientist, because a

curious scientist wants to hear the other person's explanation and respond to it

39:30

admits that peer review doesn't catch fraud

49:00

using weasel words that make me suspect p-hacking

52:00

discussion about imputation of data to increase power, which should not be necessary

when you have >300,000 people - they're trying to �nd a signal in noise

54:20

nitpicking about power curves
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58:00

nitpicking about multiple inference tests

68:30

"hundreds" of subgroup analyses but only a few appeared in the paper - his response

was "I don't know that it was hundreds"

in other words, he was treating the subgroup analyses like targeted questions, which he

insists they were not

69:30

he's saying they're choosing to report the data in a certain way because that's what

people are used to seeing (and therefore they didn't do multiple inference corrections)

had he done it correctly, would the p-values have been too big and so people wouldn't

accept it and it wouldn't have been published?

James sent me this note today:

Check out this decision by the FDA on a drug for ALS.

Just like the Yale masking study,

Marginally signi�cant p-value p =  0.03.   Non-signi�cant secondary outcomes.

The FDA panel said "not good enough."

In short, if the outcome agrees with the narrative, it’s su�cient evidence to mandate it.

But if you are being objective about the science (as in the ALS case), it’s insu�cient.

Over two years ago, when I was �rst researching masks, the laws of Physics were the

most simple and best explanation. I had studied Physics for a while at Boston College,

but it was the PhD in Physics, Dr Rancourt, who wrote the paper to support this

Postscript from James

More on masks (from a reader)
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analysis. A virus is not as large enough to not pass through the holes in the typical cloth

mask. https://ocla.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Rancourt-Masks-dont-work-review-

science-re-COVID19-policy.pdf?�clid=IwAR3uULFeY-

ZLc4PBoXJ2_ABcb4O1dxkxn8y2sWVFgTkEDhp8qMwlSIwM0Bw

https://ocla.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Rancourt-Masks-dont-work-review-science-

re-COVID19-policy.pdf?�clid=IwAR0cEErI3ujdDx6WeMjPwjFDwudRf-

C93OmT6nUk_dy8y_ZX5tcKB3Dxeik

I have nearly 100 links on masks, some of which I will share.

https://www.sott.net/article/434867-Unmasking-the-Truth-Studies-Show-

Dehumanizing-Masks-Weaken-You-and-Dont-Protect-You

https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1005609/a�er-multiple-deaths%2C-o�cials-call-for-

no-masks-in-gym-class?�clid=IwAR0edS1uFrfNdHVvNB5eJIU1FOP-

dOYjf_CkjwICief39HOL3qJRSAJiEyM

https://www.primarydoctor.org/masks-not-e�ect?�clid=IwAR3DSOX9-

BwwfGG9mwNiEqLhMDTC3UECbe2rlVgECx25FUj3CWUCLXWzQy0

https://haveyenotread.com/occult-ritual-transformation-and-coronavirus

/?�clid=IwAR3CztcUgMacU7ba9oC7PA1DPi-L1sIFFBeZsttfFWPPay_F0BjOU1fxbM0

https://brownstone.org/articles/more-than-150-comparative-studies-and-articles-on-

mask-ine�ectiveness-and-harms/

https://principia-scienti�c.com/oxygen-deprivation-mask-syndrome-sweeps-the-

world/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email

https://principia-scienti�c.com/study-face-masks-do-harm-childrens-development

/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email

https://principia-scienti�c.com/studies-reveal-that-mask-wearing-is-dumbing-you-

down/
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May 27Dawn

The CDC still has their “research” on their site “proving” that masking children reduces

school spread. As long as it is still up, schools will still use it to oppress children. I find it

horrifying we continue to rely on this agency (not me) for factual information, when much of

what they publish is just false.

https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2021/p0924-school-masking.html

1 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Apr 27Cici

Mindblowing thread: these smart, educated people actually think masks are keeping them

safe from covid and worried about the change in rule on airlines. It's like a rabbit's foot for

them.

https://twitter.com/Atul_Gawande/status/1516221249197805569

I bet not a single one has any clue of what the shot they've taken has done to their

systems....
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Masks have never worked to stop a virus in history.

The laws of physics didn’t suddenly change when Tony Fauci suddenly changed his

opinion on masking.

The Bangladesh study didn’t prove that masks work. The �rst author of the study failed

to convince any knowledgeable statistician I know that the study showed masks work.

Flawed studies can make it look like masks work. But that doesn’t mean that they do.

This example shows just how critical it is for people who make claims to be open to
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